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The Roots of Violence: 

Society and the Individual 

in Buddhism and Girard 

Jacob Dalton and Alexander von Rospatt 

Rene Girard's complex and sophisticated theory of sacrifice offers insights 

into the workings of human society that transcend culture and time 

and, while privileging Christianity and modernity, claim a certain uni

versality. This invites scholars of other cultures and religions to consider the 

applicability of Girardian thought to their own fields of study. As scholars of 

Buddhism we take up this challenge by bringing Buddhism into conversation 

with Girard. Instead of concentrating on a particular text (Schlieter 2009) or 

genre (Hahn wo9) or practice (Arifuku 2009 ), we aim for a more compre

hensive and general engagement with Girard by suggesting how Buddhism 

might be brought into conversation with his principal ideas. We build on the 

work of Leo Lefebure, whose response to Christopher Ives we find useful and 

insightful. We take as given lves's own conclusions, rnimely that the history of 

Buddhism is not free from violence and that Buddhists have been involved 

in not only the perpetuation of violence but also its condoning and sanction

ing. Our paper also expands upon Eugene Webb's efforts to read sacrifice 

into the Buddhist denial of a permanent, immutable self (atman). Similarly 

we attempt to go beyond Jean-Claude Dussaulr's point that early Buddhism's 

liberative project disproves Girard's claim that the Christian revelation stands 

alone in unmasking and overcoming mimetic desire and rivalry and the 
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dynamics of victimization.' While we basically agree with Dussault and even 

adduce further materials that support his larger point (i.e., from outside of the 

canonical scriptures of Pali Buddhism, which constitute his primary sources), 

we question whether Buddhist treatments of desire and Girard's schema of 

mimetic desire coincide in quite the way Dussault proposes. l., Finally, our 

thinking benefits from Ilkwaen Chung's monograph on Girard and the 

"violent origins of Buddhist culture;' though here again we take a somewhat 

different approach. Whereas Chung skillfully applies Girardian thought to 

Buddhism, we attempt the opposite: to apply Buddhism to Girard, to imag

ine what Buddhists might have to say about Girard's theories. As a result, we 

concur with Chung that Girard's more "social anthropological" approach to 

Buddhism yields many valuable insights, but we question whether such an 

approach might also miss certain aspects of Buddhist thought, particularly 

regarding the impossibility of a transcendence of the sacrificial framework at 

the social level. 

We divide our essay into three parts: The first part addresses the psycho1-

ogy of the individual and the central role that desire, mimetic or otherwise, 

plays in the construction of the self Then part two turns to the question of 

sacrifice and its role in the infamous "liberation rite" of tantric Buddhism. 

In this part we show how this rite lends itself on one level remarkably well 

to Girardian analysis. In the third part we complicate this interpretation by 

showing that on a diffe~ent level this ritual can also be read as a critique of 

sacrificial violence. Toward this end, we introduce the figure of the bodhisat

tva, the ideal advocated by Mahayana Buddhism, and his role as the savior 

of sentient beings. The bodhisattva is said to pursue the quest of awaken

ing ( or "enlightenment;' to use the term that is usually, though inaccurately, 

employed in English writings on Buddhism) not for the sake of his own 

liberation, but in order to alleviate the suffering of other sentient beings, 

to work for their welfare and, ultimately, their salvation. In the case of the 

liberation rite this means that the sacrificial priest performs the rite as a 

bodhisattva in order to spare the "killed" (we resist using the label "victim") 

from the disastrous karmic consequences his acts would entail. And it is the 

bodhisattva himself-and not the killed-who ultimately suffers the kar

mic consequences of this violent encounter. We conclude in part three by 
comparing and contrasting the Mahayana ideal of the bodhisattva and h_is 

somewhat more ambivalent role as the savior of sentient beings with Girard's 
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reading of the Judea-Christian revelation of the sacrificial framework and 

show that from a Buddhist perspective self-sacrifice and its revelation of the 

sacrificial framework cannot ever truly and permanently deliver society from 

the violence of sacrifice. Thus, while in part one we present Buddhism as a 

soteriology concerned with individual liberation and the complex processes 

of mental purification that are taught toward that end, we finish, in part 

three, with the Mahayana and its focus on the social arena and altruistic 
engagement with others. 

The Psychological: Desire and the Construction of the Self 

In order to present Buddhist thought as comprehensively as space here 

allows, we take the core teachings of mainstream Buddhism as our starting 

point. This entails that we begin by treating Buddhism as a soteriology and 

focus on the core doctrines shared by most Buddhist schools through his

tory. In any conversation between Buddhism and Girard, it is significant that 

both place desire at the root of their models. Here we consider the three 

"evils" of early Buddhism-variously referred to as the three klesa, vi,a, and 

akusala-mula, or desire, hatred, and ignorance-and examine how they can 

be aligned with mimetic desire, mimetic rivalry, and the ignorance implicit 
within the Girardian scheme. 

Early Buddhist doctrine, like the contemporaneous Indian religious 

teachings of Jainism and the Upanisads, is grounded in the understand

ing that humans and all other sentient beings-this also includes animals, 

ghosts, and infernal, demonic, and divine beings-are bound to the cycle of 

birth, death, and rebirth, and that this bondage inevitably involves suffering. 

The principal concern of Buddhist soteriology is to end all suffering. While 

Buddhism does value the worldly mitigation and temporary suspension 

of suffering, its primary objective is the quest for c~mplete and everlasting 

deliverance from suffering. This, in turn, requires liberation from the desire 

that lies at the root of our suffering-desire that traps us and drives us into 

perdition. A critical component of this liberation is the realization of the 

intrinsic unsatisfactoriness of conditioned existence, that is, the fact that 

the world we inhabit is impermanent by nature and does not allow for the 

lasting gratification of our desires. Just as the world of objects in which our 
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desires are invested cannot satisfy those desires, neither is there any enduring 

self that can serve as the subject that would enjoy them. The self is a con

struct that is in truth nothing but a constant flow of impersonal events-the 

focus is on the mental events that constitute our mind stream. Realizing all 
this leads to an end of desire and hence too of suffering. Such a realization 

involves, of course, not a simple discursive understanding of a teaching, but 

a transformative realization that the Buddhist adept attains only after many, 

many years, and even lifetimes, of practice. 
In addition to desire and the root ignorance that allows for desire to 

become operative in the first place, there is a third root evil that Buddhism 

identifies, namely the hatred and enmity that contribute to our bondage and 

suffering. The triad of these principal "evils" is depicted in animal form in the 

wheel of existence often found painted on the walls of vestibules of Tibetan 

(and Indian) monasteries as a comprehensive summary of existence and the 

laws that govern it. The hub of the revolving wheel is propelled by a pig, a 

cock, and a snake, which stand respectively for delusion/ignorance (moha), 
desire/craving (raga), and hatred/enmity (dve,a). They are joined to each 

other in a circular swirling motion, each animal holding in its mouth the 

tail of the animal preceding it, and in turn having its own tail held in the 

animal's mouth following upon it. The three animals thereby illustrate how 

the evils condition each other and keep the wheel of existence in motion. 

The individual is caught in the resulting dynamics since beginningless time. 

Conditioned by past acts (karma) of desire and hatred and the ignorance 

underlying these acts, the individual is propelled to commit further such 

acts, until patient and diligent Buddhist practice begins to recondition the 

individual and helps her, eventually, to break free of this vicious cycle. 
The three root "evils" of Buddhism, as presented here in its earliest and 

doctrinally idealized form, may be aligned with the principal elements of the 

Girardian scheme. ( 1) Corresponding to desire/ craving (raga) is mimetic 

desire (arguably the fundamental element in Girardian thinking, according 

to which one desires that which is proper to the other); (a) corresponding to 

hatred/enmity is mimetic rivalry (i.e., the conflict that results from mimetic 

desire); and finally, (3) corresponding to delusion/ignorance (moha) is the 

ignorance, or deceit, that is inherent in mimetic desire and rivalry. In Bud

dhism, ignorance allows for rdga and dvefa to become operative, just as in 

the Girardian scheme, ignorance allows for the operation of mimetic desire 
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and rivalry.' Notwithstanding these structural parallels, however, there 

remains a crucial difference here: Buddhist moha refers specifically to the 

delusion about the true nature of self and existence, so that Buddhist desire 

requires this ignorance to veil the truth that desire can never be gratified 

due to the impermanent nature of existence. Meanwhile, Girard's mimetic 

desire requires a somewhat different form of ignorance ( or "deceit;' to use his 

term), namely the delusion that one's desires originate from oneself rather 

than from the other whom one is striving to emulate; the mimetic aspects of 

mimetic desire, in other words, must remain obscured: 

The romantic vaniteux always wants to convince himself that his desire is 

written into the nature of things, or, which amounts to the same thing, 

that it is the emanation of a serene subjectivity, the creation ex nihilo of a 

quasi-divine ego. Desire is no longer rooted in the object perhaps, but it is 

rooted in the subject; it is certainly not rooted in the Other.4 

In short, where Buddhist ignorance is mistaken about the impermanent 

nature of the existence of both the self and the ourer world, Girardian igno

rance is deluded about the mimesis. 

The Buddhist focus on the nature of existence rather than mimesis is 

also reflected in its treatment of desire. Early Buddhist accounts do not focus 

on desire as mimetic. Instead, the texts speak of two kinds of desire: the 

thirst for pleasures, in particular sexual desire (kamatr/r,a), and the thirst 

for existence (bhavatrrrtd), that is, the clinging to existence, particularly as 

it manifests at the time of death causing rebirth. 5 While such a typology of 

desire does not preclude mimetic desire, particularly under the first category 

of thirst for pleasures, it tends to emphasize other forms of desire that draw 

our attention more to the existential status of the self and its objects of desire 

( usually as impermanent and intrinsically unsatisfactory). 

The same difference in emphasis is seen again in Buddhist treatments of 

the second evil, hatred/ enmity. Like Girard's mimetic rivalry, it is the ill will 

and negativity that underlies violence; however, while dve1a by definition 

calls for another person to serve as the object of dislike and hatred, we are 

not aware of any statement within Buddhism that would explicirly identify 

the root of enmity as mimicry. On the other hand, it is clear that early Bud

dhists were not oblivious of the mechanisms of mimetic rivalry; indeed they 

ii 
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developed elaborate practices to counteract it. Like Girard, they dwelt on 

the vicious cycle of reciprocal violence in which hatred traps its perpetuators. 

Their writings point to the pain suffered by the perpetrator of enmity and 

violence in the beyond, due to karmic retribution; they appeal to empathy 

and invoke the principle of the golden rule not to do unto others what one 

does not want to be subjected to oneself.' This approach comes to greatest 

prominence in a set of contemplative practices for cultivating four disposi

tions known as the "four immeasurables" (apramara) or the "four Brahma 

abidings" (brahmavihara). These dispositions are (1) friendliness and kind

ness (maitri), (2) compassion (karura), (3) sympathetic participatory joy 

(muditd) about the thriving of others, and (4) equanimity (upek,a). These 

dispositions are to be fostered and expanded endlessly toward all sentient 

b,:ings, hence their designation as immeasurable. Of particular interest for 

our purposes is muditd, as it is a direct antidote to the envy and mimicry that 

the successes of others commonly inspire. The fact that muditd is to be cul

tivated after friendliness and compassion confirms the difficulty of fostering 

this sentiment. On this point too, Buddhism shares common ground with 

Girard's theories and attests, at least indirectly, to the strength of the mimetic 

impulse and mimetic desire, and its universality in human nature. 

There is a further parallel to note here: Whereas the two evils of desire 

and ignorance are identified as the prime cause for our bondage and suf

fering-in the four ,;oble truths desire alone is mentioned, bur the law of 

dependent origination (pratityasamutpada) in its fully evolved form accom

modates both desire and ignorance-enmity contributes only indirectly, 

that is, by defiling the mind and facilitating ignorance and desire. Hence, 

Buddhist soteriology privileges the elimination of desire and ignorance, 

though there are also specific practices to tackle the evil of enmity, in particu

lar the aforementioned "four immeasurables." The elimination of desire and 

ignorance is emphasized because ridding the mind of these two factors will 

automatically put an end to enmity. This indicates that enmity is grounded 

in desire and ignorance, just as Girardian mimetic rivalry is rooted in desire 

and the ignorance of its true object. 

At this point the philosopher or the theologian might argue that really 

the different respective emphases of early Buddhism ( the impermanent and 

unsatisfactory nature of existence) and Girard (mimesis) are not necessarily 

so very dissimilar. Even the Buddhist thirst for existence, which is normally 
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treated ~s an innat~ d_rive rather than as mimetically constructed, one might 

~uggest'. 1s necessarily mvolvedin mimetic desire, insofar as the self only comes 

mto bemg precisely through the paradoxical assertion of its semblance, that 

It Is something other than what it is.7 And to be sure, the Buddhist "self" 

is relational. in that it requires an other as its foil. Nonetheless, there is no 

articulation of such a perspective here, in the earliest stratum of Buddhist 

~octrine. ~ud~his~ discussions of desire are moreover missing any formula

tion of G1rards third element of the mediator, who intervenes between the 

desiring subject and its object. Mimetic desire requires all three elements, 

and Its deceitful power lies precisely in its structure of triangulation, for 

while the mbject is focused on the object, that focus is in large part defined 

by_the mediator whom the subject seeks to emulate through that object. 
Without the mediator, the subject would have no desire for the object· the 

object ~ould h~ve no purchase on her. By contrast, an explanation 
0

/why 

the desmng subject chooses its particular object of desire remains relatively 
unexplored in early Buddhism. 

The Social: The Liberation Rite as a Case 
of Girardian Sacrifice 

Before we rum now to the next stage of Girard's analysis, that of sacrifice and 

scapeg~ating, we need to address a common misperception of Buddhism, 

which 1s apparently shared by Girard himself, namely the reductive view 
of Buddhism as a "world-escapist" religion Though Buddh' ' · · 1 . . • isms pnnc1pa 
thrust with Its focus on individual liberation differs from that of Girard 

whose primary salvific concern is communal violence and its roots, Bud~ 

dhism does n~t deal with enmity and violence solely as a personal, private 
psychological issue. Buddhism has always had a pragmatic orientation and 

despite some of its doctrinal concerns, was deeply in~olved in society. Eve~ 

w1thm the monastic community, early Buddhists set forth rules and regula

t10ns. that _harmed and punished violent acts. Indeed, the very first rule of 

practice (s'zk,apada) bans killing (praratipdta ), and the monastic rules of the 

vinaya make clear that homicide results in automatic expulsion from the 

orde~ (parajika). Moreover, Buddhism from early on was more than just a 

sotenology for the ascetic elite; it quickly grew into a universal religion that 

! 
!I 
' 
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addresses all humanity, aud hence also the laity. Buddhism's ban on violence 

is not an ascetic practice but a universal law that applies to all humans. In 
other words, rhe code of nonviolence (ahirrisd) is not restricted to a reli

gious elite but is valid for all. Thus Buddhism is vocal in its censorship of 

professions from butchery to soldiery, henchmen, judges, and even the king, 

insofar as they entail acts of violence, committed either directly or indirectly 

by order, as in the case of pronouncing the death sentence. The primary 

ban on killing is rherefure focused on homicide, yet Buddhism also censors 

the slaughter of animals. (For an example, witness the famous edict of the 

great Buddhist king Asoka in which he announces the reduction of animals 

slaughtered in his kitchen on a daily basis.) Finally we may note that at the 

heart of many Buddhist critiques of violence lies a categorical rejection of 

sacrificial practices that involve violence, in particular those that were central 

to the Brahmanical religious milieu in which Buddhism developed. It fol

lows that Buddhism's rejection of violence cannot be reduced to the arena of 

individualized religious practices alone. Taken as a whole, then, Buddhism is 

not simply a religion of world-escapists, as Girard seems to suggest! 

This becomes particularly clear in the liberation rite we now want to 

introduce in order to engage Girard's analyses of sacrifice and scapegoating, 

both of which build on, and are in this sense subsequent to, mimetic desire 

and the construction of the self. Whereas the mechanisms of mimetic desire 

shape the individual and his desires, the sacrificial framework functions 

more to structure societies at large. Like his triangular scheme of mimetic 

desire, Girard's model of sacrifice and the scapegoating it entails represent a 

powerful hermeneutic. The relevance of its structures to Buddhism may be 

nowhere more obvious than in the ritual-myth pair of the notorious libera

tion rite and the mythic narrative of the subjugation ofRudra. The liberation 

rite is a ritual of tantric Mahayana Buddhism in which a person ( usually an 

effigy of that person) is ritually killed in order to liberate him from his present 

existence and the disastrous consequences in future lives that threaten him. 

Tue corresponding myth tells of the Buddha's own original performance of 

the liberation rite, when he killed the demon Rudra, then resurrected him as 

a deified protector of the tantric mandala. 
There are many versions of both the ritual and the myth. The ones 

presented here are unusually elaborate and share certain historical char

acteristics that allow them to be placed in conversation with one another. 
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In particular, both are written in Tibetan and both date from the earliest 

period of Tibetan Buddhist history. The liberation rite is described in wh 

is likely a tenth-century manuscript discovered in the so-called "library cav:~ 

of_Dunhuang_on the old Silk Road, while the myth in question appears in a 

mid- to late nm th-century tantra called the Compendium of Intentions (Tib. 

Dgongs pa 'dus pa'i mdo ). Both have their origins betwixt and between India 

and Tibet: Though the ritual was probably put into writing in the tenth cen

tury in Tibet, its forms reflect a slightly earlier period and are likely Indic in 

origin, while the myth appears to have been composed by a ream of Indian, 

Nepalese, and Tibetan Buddhist scholars through a mixture of translation 

and invention. 9 Both, in other words, are Tibetan in origin but rooted in the 
tantric traditions of, roughly speaking, ninth-century India. 

Liberation rites (sgrol ba), and compassionate violence more generally, 

appear throughout Tibetan Buddhism, depicted in art, reenacted through 

mual dance, discussed m religious histories, and performed by tantric prac

tit10ners. In most if not all cases, they are directed against effigies, so that 

they are elsentially rituals of sympathetic magic by which violent curses 

may be ca~t against one's enemies. The tenth-century manuscript from 

Dun.huang 1s somewhat unusual, for it does not mention an effigy. It is quite 

possible, however, that one was assumed; certainly most modern followers 

of Tibetan Buddhism would assume, if not insist, that one must have been. 

That said, other Buddhists do appear to have occasionally taken the ritual 

instructions of the liberation rite literally, the 1997 ritual killing of the monk 

Geshe Lobsang Gyatso in Dharamsala, India being, arguably, a particularly 

r~cent example.
10 

Moreover, during precisely the same period to which our 

mual manual dares, in the late tenth century, King Yeshe 6 of western Tibet 

released a royal edict famously condemning the tdntrikas of Tibet for their 

~corrupt" ~erformances of the liberation rite upon live humans.n Perhaps 

m our ancient manuscript from Dunhuang, then, we have a ritual manual 

not unlike those that are said to have inspired such "''corrupt" performances, 

one that has fortuitously resurfaced in the present. Whether Buddhists ever 

took the liberation rite literally or not, taken at face value, the ritual forms 

described in our tenth-century manual conform closely to those of a rite of 

human sacrifice and suggest fruitful comparison with the theories of Girard. 

The rite begins with the officiating master entering an advanced medi

tative state. This is a crucial point. All of the proceedings that follow are to 
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be accomplished while maintaining this same state. If the master is unable to 

achieve this, he is instructed not to continue. Otherwise, the text warns, an 

endless series of negative rebirths will result: "The performance of the activity 

(i.e., the killing) will not overpower the eight great terrors, whereby those who 

assemble [ to perform the rite] will immediately become extremely unhappy, 

and (as a result) even if great compassion is felt, they will wander through the 
realms of samsara."n. The master then prepares the ritual space, consecrates 

the site, and arranges the appropriate offerings upon a shrine. He initiates 

all those present into a wrathful mandala, possibly that of the Guhyasamaja 
("Secret Gathering") ritual system, the Guhyasamaja being the primary tantra 

referenced elsewhere in the manuscript. Next, all the ritual officiants present 

generate themselves as deities from within that imagined mandala an~ ~ecite 

the mantra of the central deity. The assembled then present to the demes of 

the mandala several offerings. They pray for protection against any possible 

obstructions and repair any past transgressions of their vows by means of 

confession and further prayers. Anyone present who has not received the nec

essary initiations is expelled from the ritual arena. The ritual space is sealed, 

and protective boundaries are established, a process that typically involves the 

visualized construction of an adamantine protective cage that encloses the 

ritual space. Now the "object of compassion" (be it the live person to be killed 

or an effigy representing him) is brought in and placed at the center of an altar 

platform that has bee~ constructed at the heart of the ritual space. Th_e "object 

of compassion" is positioned upon that platform, facing west, possibly with 

the intention that the "object of compassion's" consciousness will soon depart 

in that direction, to the realm of Sukhavati, the Buddha Amitabhas heavenly 

buddha field. 
The "object of compassion" himself should represent a threat to the Bud-

dhist teachings and, we are told, be guilty of one of five possible heinous 

crimes. He should be either (r) someone who has deprecated the Buddhist 

teachings, (2) one who insults an enlightened one, (3) one who practices the 

secret rites of the tantras without having received the proper initiations and 

sacraments, (4) one with false views, or (s) one who threatens the survival 

of the teachings. Having been identified as guilty of one of the five crimes, 

the "object of compassion" is determined to be an appropriate target for 

liberation. "The liberation of such a being;' the text emphasizes, "should be 

undertak:en with an attitude of great compassion:' 
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Next come a series of purificatory rites. First, all those present imagine 

themselves being cleansed of all their karmic impurities, then the "object of 

compassion" is purified through the application of a white-mustard-seed 

paste at five key points on his body, "blocking the exits" through which his 

consciousness might depart the body for rebirth in each of the five possible 

realms of sarnsara.'' As each daub is smeared upon the body, an associated syl

lable is recited: o,r, blocks the "object of compassion's" rebirth in the realm of 

the asuras, hrib for the human realm, hii,r, for the animal realm, and so forth. 

Next a final purification of the "object of compassion's" mental impurities is 

performed by the ritual master who has imaginatively transformed himself 

into the wrathful buddha Takkiraja. The Guhyasamaja Tantra includes a brief 

description of this deity: "The great wrathful T akkiraja; it reads, "has three 

terrifying faces and four supremely terrifying arms:' The mere appearance of 

this fearsome buddha, our Dunhuang manual explains, with his apocalyptic 

gaze and wild laughter, completes the cleansing of the "object of compassion's" 

karmic imprints. From his right eye burst flames that incinerate the impuri

ties, from his left eye flood waters that wash them away, and the winds of his 

laughter blow away any that remain, leaving him thoroughly purified. 

. Now the goddess Kal.aratri is summoned. Ferocious in form, she appears 

m the space directly above the "object of compassion's" neck, riding a white 

".'ule. By means of the mantric syllable krong, she empowers and propels the 

hbera_tt~g, weapon, driving it with the force of many blades. Proclaiming 
Takkiraps mantra, the master then beheads the "object of compassion." As 

the "object of compassion's" consciousness emerges from his body, presum

ably from the severed neck, the master carefully directs it up to the mouth of 

the wrathful heruka buddha at the center of a mandala palace that is visualized 

in the space above the proceedings, and there the consciousness is consumed. 

Purified, the consciousness dissolves into the buddhas "jeweled stomach;' 

and thus too, ideally, into enlightenment. According to tradition, this is the 

crucial ~oment that determines the success or failure of the liberative aspect 

of the nte, and it hinges entirely on the master's ability to link his conscious

ness to that of the "object of compassion" and guide it into enlightenment, or 

at least to a better rebirth. This key practice, of transferring a consciousness 

(Skt. utkranti or sa,r,kranti; Tib. 'pho ba) into enlightenment, or at least a 

~etter rebirth, was common from an early date in both tantric Buddhism and 

Saivism and can involve the transferal of either one's own consciousness or 
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another's at the time of death.i 4 It is notable that here this crucial moment is 

cast in terms of a bloody sacrificial feast. 

Th 
ugh the imagined buddha's feasting on the successfully transferred 

ro · '"d d 
consciousness, it is said that the ten parts of the "object of compass10ns ea 

body-his four limbs, head, and five internal organs-are purified once more 
and transformed into the ten wrathful gods and goddesses. Finally, all lesser 

beings on the Buddhist path ( that is, not those deities who dwell within the 

mandala, as they have already received the choicest share of the sacnficem 

the form of the consciousness) are invited to feast upon the bodily remams 

and receive them as blessings. Now the master ejects the "object of compas

sion's" consciousness once more into the mandala. The prior transferal of 

the consciousness into the mouth and stomach of the central mandala deity 

led to the purificatory feast. This second ejection would appear t~ parallel 

the initiation of the "object of compassion" into the mandala. It is accom-

anied by a simultaneous hurling of the severed head-be it real, effigial, or 

imaginary-onto the altar platform. -n:e p~sition in which ~: head comes 

to rest is then interpreted to divine the obiect of compasswns rebirth, a~d 

thus the success or failure of the transferal of consciousness; if the head splits 

open, for example, the rebirth will be a good one; if it lands on its face, there 

have been some obstructions. 
Many elements of this ritual lend themselves well to a Girardian reading. 

Foremost perhaps, the victim is deemed a criminal. The different offens_es 

he may be found guilty of all boil down to hostility toward the Buddhist 

dharma in one form or another. They are so vague that they are perfectly 

uited to criminalize whomever the collective chooses to victimize, and they 

:hus provide ideal conditions for the operation of scapegoating. In Girard's 

terms, the victim is believed to merit his punishment, so that the com~u~1ty 
d es not notice "the purely mimetic and mechanical nature of their rehg10us 

e:perience:"' Moreover, there are telling fissures in the logic of the ritual. 

Thus before the "object of compassion'' is killed it is, as iust mentioned, pun

lied of all negative karma. This raises the question why the killing liberating 

him from the consequences of his actual or potential acts should stiHbe 

required. It may be that the rite is still needed to stop him from performmg 
further negative karma, though why he would still be dispos_ed to perform -

such acts once his karmic imprints have been cleansed remains a question. 

Here it could be relevant that in the Rudra myth summarized below, Rudra 
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in a previous rebirth passes through a great contlagration at the end of an 

eon, the sufferings of which purify many beings, but not those stubbornly 

evil ones like Rudra. In other words, multiple purifications may be necessary 

m cases such as Rudra's. Still, it is clear that there are some unresolvable ten

sions between the claim that the victim is now purified and the continuation 

of the ritual, which is predicated on the victim's karmic pollution ( and his 

proneness to commit evil acts). This speaks to the fact that the supposed 

purpose of the ritual, the liberation of the criminal victim, is on one level a 

ploy and subterfuge. In other words, the break in logic here is a potentially 

revelatory point that unmasks what is otherwise concealed by the rhetoric of 

performing the rite for the victim's sake. To be sure, unlike Girard's conceal

ment of the sacrificial framework, this Buddhist rhetoric of "liberation" is 

not only a ploy. Rather, it is also to be taken seriously and at face value, as a 

critique, if not a repudiation, of sacrificial violence, as we argue below. 

But what of the other aspects of Girard's sacrifice? Is there mimesis here? 

And rivalry? What of the mob, and its frenetic Dionysian violence? After 

his immolation, is the scapegoated victim deified somehow as a savior and a 

protector? Is there perceived, in other words, a creative side to this sacrificial 

act? In fact, the answer to every one of these questions is yes, and all these 

elements appear with remarkable clarity in the second text under discussion 

here-the myth of the buddhas' violent subjugation of the demon Rudra, 

the myth that is held to justify and explain the liberation rite just described. 

In the Compendium oflntentions, we first meet Ru drain a previous lifetime, 

countless eons ago. Then a prince named Black Deliverance (Thar pa nag po), 

he and his personal attendant Denpak (Dan phag) ate disciples of a Buddhist 

teacher named Invincible Youth (Thub dka' zhon nu). It soon becomes appar

ent that the master and his servant have radically divergent interpretations of 

their teacher's words. Black Deliverance grows angry at his servant's discord 

and banishes him from the country. Only then does he ask his teacher whose 

understanding was correct. When he hears that his servant had been right all 

along, Black Deliverance again becomes furious and exiles his teacher as well. 

He quickly plunges into a life of nihilistic hedonism and spends the rest of his 

days wearing human skins and earing human flesh, living in charnel grounds, 

conducting orgies, and performing other horrifying transgressive acts. After 

Black Deliverance dies, he descends into a series of violent and terrible rebirths 

that teach their nadir in the lowest of hells, where he is tortllfed incessantly. 
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After countless more rebirths, he is finally born into our world, on the island 

of Lanka. The newborns mother is a prostitute who dies in childbirth, and 

the locals leave the illegitimate child on his dead mother's body in the cem

etery. There, the child subsists by devouring his mother's breasts and then her 

entire corpse (hence his name, "Rudra the Mother-Eater"). He moves on to 

the other corpses in the cemetery, growing ever stronger and gaining power 

over the other demonic beings living there. Eventually, haviug overwhelmed 

all the beasts and demons of Lanka, he turns his sights on the various Hindu 

gods, killiug the males from Brahma to Indra and stealing their wives. Next 

he targets the peaceful Buddhist monks, who are unable to withstand the ter

rible austerities that Rudra demands of them. Now the most powerful god in 

the world, he transforms the entire universe into a realm of darkness, chaos, 

and violence. Even the Buddhist teachings themselves are threatened with 

extinction. Rudra, then, is a criminal in multiple ways, and from a Buddhist 

perspective well deserves his violent punishment. . . 
In response to Rudra's many crimes, the Buddha emanates m the likeness 

of Rudra himself and appears before the demon's queen. Thus mimetically 

disguised, the Buddha seduces and impregnates her. Soon the avenging son, 

the wrathful Mahabhairava-buddha, is born, and the fight is on. The battle 

culminates in Rudra making a series of increasingly desperate attempts to 

destroy the Buddha. He pronounces his powerful mantras and mutates into 

ever-larger forms, but each is easily echoed, mirrored, and surpassed by the 

Buddha, until the defeated demon collapses in a stupor. From begmmng to 

end, the battle between Buddha and Rudra is one of mimicry. Even after 

Rudra's defeat, we are told, the Buddha makes Rudra's bloody mandala

palace his own, "taking his skin [as a cloak], his skull as his cup, an~,even 

wearing Rudra's charnel ground ornaments as signs of his triumph. The 

mimesis is complete. Triumphant, the Buddha plunges a trident into Rudra's 

chest and swallows him whole. Within the Buddha's belly, Rudra is purified. 

Remember here that the same ingestive imagery is used in the liberation rite 

from Dunhuang, where the sacrificial victim is fed into the mouth of the 

presiding heruka buddha. In an orgy of sex and violence, :11 the bloodthirsty 

buddhas crowd around, "acting in the manner of vultures, as the manuscnpt 

says. A late ninth-century commentary to this mythic moment adds fur

ther details: "[The buddhas] ate the flesh;' it says. "They drank the blood, 

arranged the bones, and ate the three poisons as offerings. They hacked and 
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cut off the limbs, ripping out the heart and sense organs. Drawing out the 

internal organs, they swallowed them, and all was purified in their stomachs." 

Here, then, may be Girard's Dionysian frenzy of the mob. Finally the Bud

dha reconstitutes Rudra, now in a completely purified state. At last Rudra 

is ready to receive initiation into the newly converted Buddhist mandala. 

At the close of the initiation, a new name and identity is bestowed upon 

Rudra. Now called Black Excellence (Legs ldan nag po), he is appointed 

chief protector of the Buddhist mandala and bound by vow to remain at the 

mandala's periphery and assist all future practitioners of tantric Buddhism. A 

truly liminal figure, Rudra is now and forevermore transformed into a savior. 

Simultaneously dead and alive, worldly and enlightened, he is, in Girard's 

own prescient words, "simultaneously violent and peaceful, malevolent and 

benevolent." In all these ways, then, the Rudra myth-and by extension the 

liberation rite-is a wonderful example of Girardian sacrifice. 

The Social Redux: The Liberation Rite as a Case 
of Girardian Self-Sacrifice 

But this is only half the story. At the same time the liberation rite also 

includes the critique of sacrifice and reveals the wrongs of sacrificial violence. 

To understand this properly we need to introduce the figure of the bodhisar

tva and turn to the teachings of the Mahayana ("Greater Vehicle"), which 

arose around the beginniug of the Common Era and took Buddhism in new 

directions. According to Mahayana polemics, followers of the early Buddhist 

traditions were too self-interested in their search for enlightenment, hence 

the derogatory characterization "Lesser Vehicle" (hina-ydna) used for their 

tradition. Far better, claim the followers of the Great Vehicle (mahd-ydna), is 

the path of the bodhisattva, the heroic saint on the path to full and complete 

buddhahood, who sees no difference between nirvana and samsara and even 

postpones his own enlightenment-and sacrifices his immediate libera

tion-in order to help others gain their own. Here, then, is an explicit proj

ect of compassionate engagement with others, and in this way the Mahayana 

ar_ once contradicts Girard's description of Buddhism and brings Buddhism 

still closer to Girard's own ideals, for the Mahayana bodhisattva, like Girard's 
Christ, is deeply involved in self-sacrifice. 
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The acts of the bodhisattva are best known from the tales of the Jatakas 

and Avadanas. There, the future Buddha Sakyamuni, in his previous lifetimes 

as a bodhisattva, or buddha-in-training, is described giving away his eyes, 

flesh, and so on to the most unworthy of recipients. As Reiko Ohnuma ( 2005, 

ns) writes, "The recipient of the bodhisattva's body is usually either someone 

pitiful (such as hungry animals, thirsty insects, blind beggars) or someone 

evil (such as evil brahrnins, evil kinds, evil women)-but in either case, a poor 

field of merit that will produce little in the way of karmic returns. This is fully 

intentional, for the unworthy recipient thereby becomes proof of the pure, 

disinterested nature of the bodhisattva's bodily gift:' The bodhisattva's gift is 

thus one of utter self-sacrifice: one who is purely innocent, giving of himself 

to save others from their own sinfulness. Though the defining virtue of this 

gift is its complete selflessness, it should be understood that its practice serves 

to perfect the bodhisattva's virtue of generosity (dana), which is the first of a 

set of typically six or ten perfections (paramita) that the bodhisattva has to 

cultivate in his quest for buddhahood. Practicing generosity serves to "equip" 

the bodhisattva with the store of merit he employs for helping others, and it 

also brings him closer to buddhahood, which he aspires to in order to allevi

ate suffering and rescue sentient beings. 
The narratives of the bodhisattva's self-sacrifice take on a ritual form in 

the Tibetan practice of"cutting" (gcod). In this practice, the meditator imag

ines himself being ·cooked and eaten by fearsome spirits and demons. Here, 

too, the purpose is for the mcditator to accumulate the merit (and wisdom) 

necessary for enlightenment by offering his most precious possession-his 

own body-to demons who hunger for his blood, who chase him and demand 

repayment. The demons, in other words, are Girard's mob, bent on scapegoat

ing the meditator for the wrongs they perceive him to have wrought, a mo~ 

to which the meditator willingly submits: "With the hook of compassion, 

writes Machik Labdron (Ma gcig lab sgron), an eleventh-century founder of 

the cutting tradition, "I catch those evil spirits. Offering them my warm flesh 
and warm blood as food, through the kindness and compassion ofbodhicitta 

I transform the way they see everything and make them my disciples .... The 

great adepts of Cho [i.e., cutting] of the future will boast of killing them [ the 
demons], beating them and casting them out. That will be a sign that false· 

doctrines of Cho, the teachings of demons, are spreading:'•' Here the reader 

is warned not to feel hatred for these demons. Even though they may, in their 
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ignorance, scapegoat you for their own sufferings, they may only be tamed 

with the love and compassion of the bodhisattva. "To say, 'Eat me! Take me 

away!' once is a hundred times better than crying, 'Protect me! Save me!"''7 

Despite the violence of the imagined rites of cutting, these are acts of love. 

Indeed, precisely their violence is what makes cutting such a revolutionary act 

of compassion. Through self-sacrifice, violence becomes precisely the oppo

site of what we might normally expect: absolute love. 

The eleventh-century Bodhisattvavadanakalpalata reflects the two 

opposing sides of compassionate violence. In his account of the bodhisattva 

Satyavrata's sacrifice of his body to a hungry tigress, the author, Ksemendra, 

desc~ibes the act in terms that accentuate simultaneously its blood~ violence 

and its compassionate beauty: "Then the tigress, stimulated by a desire for 

his blood, fell down upon his broad chest as he lay immobile, tearing into 

It with the glistening tips of her claws, which seemed to smile with joy, as if 

they were engraving into his chest the wonder of his noble conduct in this 

world., ... And as his unblemished chest was torn apart by the sport of the 

tigress s rows of claws, it looked for a moment as if it were full of shooting 

rays of light whose purity was as bright as the moon" ( Ohnuma 2007 , 12 ). 

The wonderfully incongruous language of the account highlights the ten

s10ns that are inherent in the idea of the bodhisattva's self-sacrifice. The more 

excruciating_ and bloody the act, the more compassionate the gift. In this way 

the d1sJunrnon between the bloody violence and the bodhisattva's compas

s10nate Intention IS both terrifying and beautiful. 

We have followed this tangent on the logic of the bodhisattva's self

sacrifice for a reason, for the liberation rite, we want to suggest, may be 

understood similarly as an act of self-sacrifice on the part of the officiant. As 

the :_ite's name already implies, its purpose is to free the "object of compas

s10n from his samsaric cycles of suffering. Though the liberation rite appears 

to be an act of blood sacrifice, very much in line with Girard's model, its 

aurhors carefully frame it as a ritual of self-sacrifice. From this perspective, it 

seeks less to scapegoat and punish the "sacrificial victim;• and more to liber

ate him from the binds of karma and desire. Thus the myth has Rudra, having 

been killed and "transferred" into the Buddha's stomach, exclaim: "I finally 

understand my karma. I understand how I took [ so many] rebirths. I have 

seen my karma and seen my rebirths. My karma and rebirths have become 

evident!"'" By means of the liberation rite, the bodhisattva Vajrapal).i lifts the 
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veil of ignorance that heretofore has obscured the endlessly vicious cycles of 

desire in a world defined by change and impermanence. Still from within the 

Buddhas belly, Rudra explains: 

If all the karmic propensities were put together, they would be unimagi

nable; words could not express. But despite all these repeated and constant 

births and deaths throughout the three realms [of samsara), my karmic 

activities have been utterly useless, every one a waste . ... Due to the power 

of my ignorant and confused karma, I have wandered eternally within the 

darkness of misunderstanding. Will you not clear it with the light-rays 

from your lamp of wisdom? The effects of my karmic misdeeds are unbear

able. Will you not perform the activities of great compassion? (Dalton 

2011, 193) 

Here we see how the liberation rite delivers its "beneficiary" by revealing to 

him the mechanisms of desire, impermanence, and the inevitable sufferings 

these engender. In Buddhism, desire ( and thus sal!'sdricviolence) is uprooted 

through the revelation of its pointlessness, whereas Girard's Christ focuses 

not on eradicaring (mimetic) desire, but on unveiling the mechamsms of 
the sacrificial framework. For Girard, it is the removal not of the illusion 

inherent in mimesis, but of the ignorance allowing for scapegoating that 

plays this critical r~le-the unveiling of the mechanisms of false victimiza

tion that renders them inoperative. Hence for both Buddhism and Girard, 

the removal of ignorance allows one to see through the forces that normally 

drive our actions, and thereby frees us from their coercive hold. But m Bud

dhism this is basically about revealing the mechanisms of desire, whereas in 

Girard's scheme it is more about scapegoating and less the mimetic rivalry In 

this regard, the liberation rite, which resembles so closely the sacrificial act, 
functions actually, ironically enough, as an act of self-sacrifice on the part 

of the saving bodhisattva. The bodhisattvas compassionate activities and 

self-sacrifice are performed as a revelation, not unlike Girard's description of 

Christ's crucifixion, but they function at a deeper level, serving to enlighten 

not just the ignorance inherent within scapegoating, but the even deeper 

(from a Buddhist perspective) ignorance of impermanence that makes desire 

operative. Like Girard's Christ, the bodhisattva turns the tables on the_ usual 

economy of desire and sacrifice, giving instead of taking, and sacnficmg 
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himself in the place of others. He sacrifices his own welfare for the sake 

of others, giving away his most valued possessions-even his own life and 

limb-to whomever desires them, accepting negative karma in order co save 

others from the painful consequences of their own immoral behaviors, and 

even postponing his own enlightenment indefinitely to help other beings 

gain enlightenment. 

The Rudra myth-and by extension the liberation rite-is thus a won

derful example of Girardian sacrifice, while at the same time, we want to 

argue, it also represents a challenge to Girard's thought, for the liberation 

rite is framed as an instance of the bodhisattva's self-sacrifice and thus too 

of a Christlike revelation of the mechanisms of sacrifice. The tantric mas

ter who performs the rite is presented not as a sacrificant, but as a realized 

bodhisattva who acts not as the frenzied mob, but as a reluctant and highly 

rational sav10r. Hence the judicious instructions that open the text-on the 

master's required realization and his experience with selfless compassion. 

And as the Rudra myth makes clear, the decision to kill is reached only after 

all other options have been exhausted and a series oflengthy meetings have 

been held by the buddhas. Indeed, the myth's narrative follows the contours 

of the four activities of tantric ritual-pacification, enhancement, coercion, 

and violence-so that before the buddhas manifest before Rudra to destroy 

him, they first emanate a buddha in monk's robes who tries to reason with 

him, then another buddha who offers gifts. Only then, after still further 

exhausrive discussions, does the final heruka buddha appear. Theirs is a 

rational and well-considered sacrifice. And even then, having collectively 

recogmzed the need for the redemptive violence of the liberation rite, their 

:;1anifestation in a wrathful form is carefully represented as play-acting: 

The ocean of great poisons must be dried up by means of a wrathful inter

vention;· proclaim the buddhas, "through a self-adaptation into abundantly 

heap mg clouds of miracles playing at appearing in the costumes of the child

ish."'' Despite the heruka buddhas violent exterior, inwardly he remains 

ever cool and compassionate. 

The ritual injunctions and the mythological narratives thus at once 

emphasize the sacrificial violence and minimize it. They insist that the rite be 

performed in an utterly dispassionate manner and that it only proceed afrer 

all other options have been exhausted. The killed person is represented as the 

true beneficiary of the rirual killing (or "liberation"), while from a karmic 
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perspective, the priest committing the act of killing is the true victim wh~ 
will now suffer the consequences of his violent act. The killed is the pnest s 

"object of compassion;' whom the priest takes pity on and liberatesfrom his 

present unfortunate existence and the negative karma he has committed and 

is sure to continue committing unless an end is put to his life. If the nte 1s suc

cessfully performed, the killed is not only spared the accumulation of further 

bad karma; he is also protected from the consequences of the bad karma he 

has already committed. Instead of descending into a hell, he is reborn in a 
Pure Land paradise, where he will find ideal conditions for practicing _Bud

dhism and swiftly attain liberation from samsara. By contrast, the sacnficial 

priest sacrifices himself by voluntarily taking upon himself the negative 
karma ofkilling-an a~t that is still, despite all the attenuating circumstances 

and all the mitigating measures put into place, an inherently negative act of 

violence. In Christian terminology, one might say that the priest sacrifices 

himself in order to redeem the killed culprit. 
This evaluation of killer and killed turns the tables on sacrificial violence 

and serves to cast the killing in an entirely different light than the usual sacrifi

cial killings theorized by Girard. Even though the ritual and the mythological 

narrative do not overcome and do away with sacrificial violence, they reinter

pret and transform it into an altruistic act of compassion. The paradoxical 

mechanisms of karmic reversal at work here are perhaps best understood 

through the famo~s story of the ship's c~ptain :e~~unted in the Skil~:in
Means (Upayakausalya) Siitra. There Mahakarul).a ( Great Compassion ), a 

bodhisattva ship captain at sea on a long voyage, discovers a thief onboard 

who is about to murder his five hundred fellow passengers, all merchants. 

The captain finds himself in a moral quandary, for if he tells the merchants 

of the thief's plan, they will certainly kill the thief and thereby come to suffer 

terrible karmic consequences for their violent act. If he does nothing, five 

hundred will die and their murderer will suffer the karmic consequences. The 

only solution, he concludes, is for him to kill the thief himself and, in doing 

so, accept the karmic retribution that will follow his violent act, so as to save 

the thief from the much worse fate that would result from his own killing of 

five hundred men. Paradoxically (and not insignificantly), however, precisely 

in sacrificing himself for the good of another, the bodhisattva escapes the 

negative karma normally associated with killing and indeed, as we well kno'.", 

eventually attains buddhahood. The thief, meanwhile, dies to be reborn rn 
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~ar~dis~. l.o Here the compassionate self-sacrifice of the ship captain, precisely 

m his killing of another, is laid bare, and the same basic mechanism is at work 

within the liberation rite. 

. ~us from the same normative Mahayana perspective, the person 

killed is carefu~y described not as a "victim" of the rite, but as an "object 

of compass10n, one for whom the officiating priest feels nothing bur love 

and forgiveness. Indeed, in terms of the rite being a bodhisattvic act, it is the 

priest who is sacrificed, by himself and for that object of compassion. On 

the surface, theHberation rite looks like a sacrifice ofRudra, but at a deeper 

level, _the bodhisattva, by mvolving himself in killing, is sacrificing his own 

karmic well-bemg to save another. While this may seem like a forced or even 

a blindly optimistic reading of an extremely violent and sacrificial rite, one 

sho~d remember that the tales of the bodhisattva's activities that appear in 

the Jatak~s and Avadanas similarly cleave to the extreme. When the future 

Buddha Sakyarnuni throws himself off a cliff to feed a starving tigress or gives 

away his children rnto slavery, the message is that even here, at the outer edges 

of the unagmable, the bodhisattva maintains his compassionate attitude of 

self-sacrifice; how much more so should we, who are faced with ordinary 

obstacles, practice compassionate self-sacrifice for others? Indeed, one might 

even suggest that precisely in depicting the liberation rite as a bloody, cultish 

sa~nfice, the authors of the rite implicitly recognize that it is negative, that it 

~111 only enmesh one further within the vicious cycles of samsara, and that 

~t the~efore is in need of transcendence in the Girardian sense. Paradoxically, 

m this sense, it is precisely the sacrificial aspects of the rite that allow the 

bodhisattva to subject himself to them, in an act of ultimate self-sacrifice. 

As we have noted above, there is an element of concealment in this read

ing of the liberation rite that is typical of scapegoating as defined by Girard: 

the victim is determined to be guilty, a threat to the religiously constituted 

mder, and beyond any hope of betterment, even after the performance of a 

ntual that supposedly effected his purification. Only by casting the sacrificial 

victim as guilty and concealing the mechanisms of the collective victimiza

tion of the scapegoat can the perpetrators, Girard's "mob;' be convinced to 

indulge in the killing. However, while in the Buddhist case discussed here 

there is indeed an element of such concealment, the nature of this conceal

ment is different: Its central concern is to manage the ritual violence enacted. 

Casting it as justified is only one measure toward this end. More important is 
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the insistence that the priest perform the killing with a perfectly pure mind 

in a state of absorption that is free from any enmity and motivated, by con

trast with Girard's mob, solely by compassion for tbe "object of compassion." 

This, we insist, is an instruction that must be taken seriously. In short, while 

the sacrificial killing discussed here fits the Girardian model of sacrificial 

violence remarkably well, it also differs in fundamental ways and includes 

a critique of the very violence it unleashes. In this sense, the liberation rite 

represents at once a sacrifice and a critique of sacrifice. 

The Buddhist tradition recognizes well that even in the most extreme 

circumstances, compassionate violence is highly problematic. Indeed, tbis is 

precisely why the bodhisattva's involvement in it represents an act of self

sacrifice. In later centuries, tales abound of highly realized Tibetan lamas 

suffering the karmic consequences of their involvements in such rituals. Even 

the great Fifth Dalai Lama, in his own autobiographical account of his rise 

to power in the seventeenth century, attributes a two-month-long illness to 

his previous performance ofliberation." Similarly too, in tbe Skill-in-Means 

Surra, the ship captain, in his subsequent and final lifetime as the Buddha 

Sakyamuni, is pricked by a thorn as a result of stabbing tbe tbief on ship. The 

Mahayana interpretation of the liberation rite is not, in other words, total; 

there remains some lingering anxiety surrounding its doctrinal justifications 

of compassionate violence. In this sense, the bodhisattva involves himself in 

sacrificial violence only under duress, making the best of a bad situation (i.e., 

of samsara, with all its inherent negativities) and mitigating the inevitable 

suffering of another by performing a necessary sacrifice that can never be free 

from tbe taints of violence. Perhaps one might say tbat sacrifice, like samsara 

more generally, is specifically not Buddhist, but what is Buddhist is precisely 

the inner, psychological adaptation to tbis reality, an accommodation that 

does not overcome sacrificial violence but mitigates it to the greatest possible 

degree. 

Tue liberation rite only contains and mitigates sacrificial violence with

out rejecting it outright. It should be realized that this and other rare cases of 

"compassionate killing" are tbe exception to the rule, namely that Buddhist 

doctrine categorically rejects any form of violence and explicitly extends this 

prohibition to sacrificial acts. It does so not only for soteriological purposes, 

for those elite "escapists" bent on renouncing life in this world, bur also in 

order to shape the religious practices of the laity living within society. In 

r 
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tbe rare cases where Buddhism allows for sacrificial . . 
liberation rite we have delib t 1 h h v10lence-and w1tb the 

. era e y c osen t e most t 1 . 
v10lence is not embraced -with £ b ex reme examp e-th1s 
trolled and restricted with ervor'. ~t as ~e 6:ve seen is carefully con
this from other Buddhi oult ever losmg its mgmanzarion. We could add to 

st cu tures. In the Indi B ddh· d' . 
in the Kathm d V: 11 c u 1st tra ltlon surviving 

an u a ey among its native po ula . h 
sacrifices are built into ma1·or p bl' . al p non, t e Newars, animal 

u lC ntu s However th . . f 
rites are not deities with an 1· . B ddh. . . ' e rec1p1ents o these 

exp 1c1t u 1st identity b h 
deities. At times these autochthon d . . . ' ut autoc thonous 

ous e1t1es receive th · ·fi . 
proximity to Buddhi t d . . c . eir sacn ces m close 

s eities, as 1or mstance when th • 1 . . 
tbe precinct of a Buddhist tempi Ar bl . . eir s inne is located at 

•fi . 1 e. gua y m such situations they f . 
as sacn eta recipients instead of the Buddhist d . . un~t1on 
may be directly offered (see M C O emes, to whom no sacrifices 

c oy wens 1995) In tb' 'fi . 
completely re1·ected but it . 1 d . is way sacn ce is not 

• is re egate to a domai • d 
periphery, of the Buddhist b· de . n ours1 e, or at the very 

. or it, monstratmg that 'fi . 1 . 1 . . 
pnnciple antithetical to Buddhism. sacn c1a v10 ence IS In 

Our analysis here ofBuddhisr doctrine d . . 
renunciation of sacrificial . 1 d~n ritual practice suggests that a 

v10 ence can, an mdeed did, also ha . 
of (modern) societies rooted in Chr' . . "Tu· . ppen outside 
well-known argument tbat the C~st1an1ty. l is is at odds with Girard's 

tbat sprung from tbem a . . shna~ cu tures and the modern world 
re umque m avmg evolv d b d h 

framework. In Girard's d. Ch . , e eyon t e sacrificial 
rea mg, nst s self-sacrifice th 

the unconscious me h . f 'fi on e cross revealed 
c arnsms o sacn ce and . 

ushered in a more enli ht n d scapegoanng and thereby 
Chr , . c. ' g e e approach to these perennial problems With 

1st s cruc1.uXIon, the victim is no Ion er uil d . 
now he is innocent and the sacrificin m!b :ilt ty an th~ mob innocent; 
tbe mechanisms of sacrific . tb. g . g Y· By turnmg tbe tables on 
their inner workings and the mb is way, Gdirard argues, Christianity revealed 

ere y transcen ed tbem Th· l . 
according to Girard has mad Chr· . . . . is revo ut10nary step, 

' e 1st1an1ty exception l h . 
of the world. This is h din a among t e religions 

w y, accor g to Girard, "· h d. 
with tbe exception oftbe Ch . . d tb m t e most iverse cultures, 

nsnanan em d ld h' it men ha al · 0 ern wor w 1ch issues from 
' . ve . ways immolated victims to their divinities.":i.3 

While this stark statement is contradicted by the case ofB ddh' ( d 
one might argue, Jainism and otb Ind· . . u ism an ' 
acknowledged that tb . er ian religious traditions), it has to be 

e emanc1pat10n fr 'fi . 1 . l 
Girard for Ch . . om sacn c1a v10 ence as claimed by 

nst1an-grounded modernity differs from the renunciation of 
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such violence in Buddhism (and related Indian religious traditions). Girard 

is addressing specifically sacrificial violence and the social dynamics unleash

ing this violence. By contrast, Buddhism's rejection of violence is categorical 

and does not restrict itself to socially engineered forms of violence. From 

the Buddhist perspective, violence-and sacrificial violence is no excep

tion-cannot be divorced from the individuals committing it. It is grounded 

in human nature and the enmity, desire, and ignorance that drive us. It is 

hence not society that can rid itself of violence once and forever, but only 

individuals. There can, then, from a Buddhist vantage point, be no scope 

fot the kind of intervention with which Girard credits Christianity when 

he writes "Wherever the Gospels take root sacrifices weaken and die out; 

archaic religion cannot reemerge."2.4 Rather, for Buddhism violence has to 

be overcome by each individual, again and again, each working at the level 

of a fundamental desire that is rooted in the erroneous belief in a self and the 

fiction of a stable world that could satisfy the desires we project upon it. This 

alone allows one to contain and control violence also on the communal level, 

for violence is ultimately rooted in the minds of individuals, and it is there 

that it has to be tackled. A Girardian response might be that this precisely 

proves the uniqueness of the Christian revelation and the deliverance from 

the mechanisms of sacrificial violence that it bestowed upon mankind. Such 

a response would of course be legitimate, but it would also shift the debate 

onto the terrain of faith, and Buddhists might be forgiven were they not to 

follow Girard onto this terrain and instead to meet such claims of revelatory 

deliverance with skepticism. 

NOTES 

1. For a recent example, see Girard 2011, 87: "What I have just said about the Bible and the Gospels 

comes close to declaring the absolute superiority of the Judaic and Christian over other religions." 

2. Pursuing such a line of thought, Jean-Claude Dussault arrives at the conclusion that Buddhist 
and Girardian mimetic desire in final analysis coincide. To start with, he maintains that mimetic 
desire culminates in the desire to exist, a desire that is ultimately directed toward "the Whole" or 
"the Nothing; leaving bur "two possible outcomes: violence or renunciation" (Dussault 1981, 
64-65; "le desir est ultimement le desir del'etre: on desire d'abord ce que l'Aurre possede, puis 
selon l'Aurre, puis finalement l'Autre lui-meme et au-delade l'Autre, l'erre, c'est-li.-dire, selon la 
perspective oll l'on se place, le Tout ou le Rien-ce qui dans la pratique revient exactement au 
meme. 11 n'existe que deux debouches possible: la violence ou la renunciation"). He then argues 
that Buddhism speaks to the same dynamics when it analyzes existence as the enchainment in a 
vicious circle driven by desire and ignorance, a circle that can only be overcome by renunciation, 
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jusc as in the case of mimetic desire In su . 
trurhs and the law of depcn '-n, : . _pporHc he pomrs to the teaching of the four noble 

uc ong10at10n owev th B ddh· 
not speak to the role of mimicr d d · ,r er, e u 1st materials he marshals do 

G· dd yan onotouerasdetailedana I · fth 
as irar oes. Also, despite structural parall I G. d' . n~ ys1s o e nature of desire 
ultimately serves a different fun ·c· th d e s, irar s renunc1anon of desire and violence 
h c ion an oes renunciation in B ddh · In 

t e two cannot be equated in the way Dus u1 . u ism. our opinion, 
· .s h sa tproposesmsupport fh· l 
IS, u1at t e insights Girard id t' fi h l . 0 IS arger point, that 

.,, dh en1 esast eexcus1veanddefini fi fC 
re<lllze alf a millennium earlier b B ddh. Rel . ng eature o hristianitywere 

k Y u ism. ated to this w d h treatment ta es care of Girard'· l . h h . , e o not see ow Dussault's 
s c aim t at t e renunc 1 ti · B ddh 

oriental religions") differs from the Ch . . . a on 10 u ism (i.e., in this "great 
f ll l nsnan one by its escapist (" b l 0 a wor dly concerns, a kind ofli . d ., ") nature a so ute renunciation 

· vmg earn • Rathei:: to count h Ia· .. 
pomt-as we do below-to thew= B ddh' ' er suc a c rm It 1s necessary to m d I -; u 15m operated within so · d .s 

e eveopmentofMahiyiinaBuddhi h'c d h £ cietyan tou1ewayinwhich 
sms me t e ocusfi-omind· 'd al l 

compassionate working for thewell-b . d IVI u sa vation to the 
. . . emg an weal of other sentient beings. 

3. It i_s m this sense that Girard writes of the illusoriness of the v . 
obJeCt, an illusion chat "is a living b . h . alue that IS conferred upon the 
Th , . emgw ose conceptton demand _1 d c. 

epoets1maginationisthefemal h· h . sam.uean a~maleelement 
d e w IC remains sterile as l · · · 

me iator" (Girard 1965, 17). ongas it IS not fertilized by the 

4. Girard 1965, 15-16. 

5. In addition there is a third form of thirst name! th hi 
is, the thirst for deliverance from s ffi . , Th yd e_t rs~ for annihilation (vibhavatm1.d), that 
1 d I u ermg. e I ent16canon of this f. f h 
ater eve opment that is largely restricted to th Pal· ad. . orm o t irst is a somewhat 

the other two forms of thirst. Cf. Vetter 1988, 1:-l~ ~ndl:.o:. and does not play the same role as 

6 A good example for the application of the olde l . 
Vefudv,ireyyasutta (Pali Te t S . d" . g n rue 10 Buddhist scriptures is the 

_1__ x oc1etye mon Samyuttanikd" I 5 352 ) 
m=s sense of the fuse four rules of co d 'b· ·d. :.,a vo · ' -56 • Here the Buddha 

_ 1• nuct 1n1ngmonksandn d··1 
appe.umg to the golden rule. Since one d 

1
,,. If uns an me committed laity by 

, .... ,. d oesnotJ..Keonese tobekilldb bbdb 
exu.a;, m1scon uct or be harm"d b 1· l d e ' e ro e , e exposed to ' ._ Y 1es,san er andoth f, fh 

not engage in killing, theft;sexual misconduct, ~nd hu ~~ orms o urtful speech, one should 
four rules the Buddha repeats the same fi l . "Th r speech oneself For each of these 
I . th ormua. ematterthatfor If• 1,1. 

P easmg, at matter is also for somebody l l'k bl myse IS not iKeable and 
matter that is not likeable and pl . fi e se not l ea e and pleasing. How could I bring a 

easmg or myself upon somebody else?" 

7 In using the word semblance, we here foll aw Lacoue-Labar h . . 
and Mimesis." There, Lacoue-Labanhe de lo . t em his chapter, "Diderot: Paradox 
paradoxical interdependence of-L .L. P ys thef term m the concext of highlighting the 

me nornmgness o the s b' th 
appropriation of the other on the other In d c- • u 1ect, on e one hand, and the mimetic 
m b' ' · or error mrmetic desire fun • . 

e su Ject must lack its own center; "Th d to ct10n, m other words 
- " epara oxstatesalawol'.· • ,, ' 

wntes, which is also the vi>n, law f . . - .1. , 'J impropriety, Lacoue-Labarche 
. --, o m1mes1s. only me man w"th ali . , .L. 

propemes or specificity, the subjectless sub·ect . I ~ut qu nes, ui.e being without 
(Typography, 258-59) Th,. , .. If . jb .... is able to present or produce in general" 

- ,.. J-.. comes into e1ng · h d b 
not. ' m ot er wor s, Y becoming that which it is 

8. See, for example, Girard's Things Hidden (1987 4 ) 
(conversion) experience (overcomi . . , ?O where he explains that the "kind of 

oriental religions. But there the aimnfs :~nc :,~e :n~ victimization) can be fuund in the great 
and its cycles of violence by an absolut ow. . m fv1dual to escape completely from the world 
d ·"" Cf e renunnat1on O all worldl ki eau1. .Webb(2005 l-2)=dD l ( yconcerns,a ·nd.ofliving 
G· d' ' ussaut 198161)whob th• th· 

!tar s engagement with Buddhism. ' ' 0 cite 15 passage when assessing 
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9. On the dates and origins of the Compendium of Intentions, see Dalton 2016, 30-47. For an 

extensive study and translation of both the myth and ritual in question, see Dalton 2011. 

10. Whether this killing was authentically ''Buddhist" is, however, a highly contentious question, and 

in this regard it is notable how the liberation rite works at the very edges of what may be called 
~Buddhism" (on this idea, see Dalton 2011, 4-5). On the Indian side, one may also point to the 

regular reports of tantric ritual killings that appear in the newspapers and are tried in the courts, 

though there the murders are performed by Hindu rather than Buddhist tiintrikas. 

1 l. See Karmay 1998, 3-16; and Dalton 2011, 95-109. 

12. For further details on the meditative state required, see Dalton 2011, 81-83. 

13. Elsewhere, both in Dunhuang (see, e.g., IOL Tib J 841, fol. 4r; note that "IOL Tib J" is an 
abbreviation of "India Office Library, Tibetan, J" and is used as the shelf mark fur the Dunhuang 

manuscripts now held at the British Library) and throughout India (Edgmon 1953, 2:208-9), 

the five rebirths are listed as the realms of the gods, humans, animals, ghosts, and hell-beings. In 

such lists we see a reduced list of the six realms that are somewhat better known today, less that 

of the asuras (the "jealous gods"). Such fivefold lists seem well suited to the present ritual context, 
wherein five (and not six) realms are blocked. Nonetheless, the present manuscript includes the 

asura realm among the five realms being blocked and excludes that of the gods, implying that 

the path to the god realm remains open. This appears somewhat anomalous because, from a 

normative Buddhist perspective, the god realm is still situated within samsara and is therefore not 

an ideal place for the consciousness of the "object of compassion" to end up. One might account 

for this, however, by equating rebirth as a deity with rebirth in a paradisiacal buddha field, such 

as Sukhiivafi. Existence in a realm such as Sukhavati is blissful and free of suffering just as rebirth 
in a divine realm is, with the added bonus that it provides the ideal conditions for the effortless 

practice of Buddhism and the realization of definite liberation from samsara. Given such an 

interpretation, the liberation ritual does not deliver the "object of compassion~ immediately from 

sarnsara, but via a buddha field as a staging ground for final liberation. Such a scenario (for which 

we adduce supporting evidence below) would be more in keeping with the Buddhist teaching that 

liberation cannot simply be bestowed from outside but has to be realized and in a sense earned 

individually. 

14. Peter Szint6 (2012, I, 455-68 & II, 214-23) has written on an early example of utkrinti/ 

sal}U(tiinti in the Catu~plthatantra, while Sakurai 1996 has observed elements of the rite in 
several later initiation manuals. Variations on the rite are also seen throughout a number of 

Dunhuang manuscripts (often those dealingwithgnas bstabs, or "offering into the realm"), and 

the twenry-third chapter of the Thabs kyi zhags pa (see, e.g., IOL Tib J 321, fol. 66r, line 2-fol. 

67v, line 1) represents a particularly dear example of a scriptural discussion ofgnas bstabs that 

likely predates that utkr,inti rite examined by Sz:int6. More work needs to be done on the history 

of the relationship betweengnas bstabs and utkrinti, which is usually translated into Tibetan as 

'pho ba, but here we are treating them as variations of the same basic ritual by which one transfers 
the consciousness (of oneself or of another) into a better realm. Asimilar practice is also found in 

tantric Saivism, where it may be performed in connection with ritual suicide by a devotee who has 

attained "world weariness" (nirveda) and who seeks to abandon his body and merge his mind with 

Siva. For a discussion of this practice, see Vasudeva 2004, 437-45. 

15. Girard2011,44. 

16. Rinpoche, 303. 

17. Rinpoche, 305. 
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18. Dalton 2011, 191. 

19· Dalton 2011, 175; our italics. 

20. 

21. 

The entire story is translated in Tatz 1994, 73 _77_ 

See Dalton 2011, 140-41. 

22. And the same argument could be d . 
Ja. . ma em even stronger terms£ B ddhi , . 
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m1sm. Jainism, which originated alon side Buddh. . or u sms sister religion 
millennium BCE, identifies violent acti!n (him -) is: in n_orthern India in the middle of the first 
samsaric cycle of existence. Hence in J . . r~besa a~ ~ pnme culprit behind our bondage to the 

d If aimsm, u rat10n rs achieved b · ( h 
an se -mortificarion)thesoulofall , f . ypurgmg trough austerities 
f . l trace~ o past v10lent karma db •d. 

o v10 ence. Accordingly Jains r- 1- kb . an Y avot mg further new acts . ' = e orate precautions to "d ·d l l 
mduding covering their mouth 'th . avm acc1 enta cillingofany form, 

. • WI gauze to avoid the accidental · ak f . . 
a!f, sweepmg the ground to be W"lk d d mt e o m1croorgamsms in 
. "' e upon, an only drinkin l d 
rs thus on the violent acts themselves, h ha be gsten ize water.Jainism's focus 
Buddhism. rat er t n on t underlying intentions, as is the case in 

23. Girard 2011, 2. 

24. Girard 2011, 76. 
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Religious Sacrifice, Social 

Scapegoating, and Self-Justification 

Ted Peters 

W
hen the term sacrifice is used to designate practices common to vari

ous world religions and used to designate a historical scapegoat at 

the founding of a social order, are we referring to the same thing? 

Perhaps not. The sacrifice of which the Girard school speaks applies to any 

social order-whether a political order, an ideological organization, a social 

movement, or such-not merely to an established religious tradition. 1 So, let 

us pose the question: What is the value ofGirardian theory? Is it to illuminate 

the religious concept of sacrifice or to illuminate human nature in general? I 

believe it is the latter. 

I think Girard offers us an interpretation of human nature broadly speak

ing, not merely describing sacrifice as it appears in religious rituals. Even in 

a secular or avowedly nonreligious society, the mechanism of scapegoating 

still obtains, even if!ess recognizable than ritual sacrifice. I would not expect 

the Girardian account of scapegoating to fit like a glove over the hand of 

religious sacrifice. 

Religion replete with ritual and even ritual sacrifice is one human insti

tution among many, at least in our modern pluralistic global community. For 

most of us, religions and their rituals do not provide a single sealed world

view or horizon of self-understanding, at least not in the comprehensive 

'.iR7 
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Introduction 

0 ur globalized world of today brings with it a unity of humankind 

such as never experienced before. Opportunities to fight hunger and 

poverty on a worldwide level and to act globally against the threats 

of climate change have come within the reach of humankind. Globalization, 

however, also brings with it terrorist threats and related apocalyptic dangers. 

Concerning religion, the world of today faces two important challenges. We 

need to overcome an all too simple secularism that reduces religion to a solely 

private matter, and we have to acknowledge the plurality of religions at the 

local as well as at the global level. 

After the terrorist attacks in Paris in January 2015, two quite divergent 

thinkers criticized the secularism that aims at the privatization of religion. 

The French philosopher Pierre Manent, who delivered lmitatio's Girard 

Lecture in Paris in Fall 2016, called in his book Beyond Radical Secularism, 
which he wrote in reaction to the Charlie Hebda shootings, for a new union 

between religion and politics, forfeiting the separation of church and state.' 

Pankaj Mishra, an Indian essayist and novelist familiar with Girard's work, 

claimed after these terrorist attacks in an essay in the British newspaper The 
Guardian that the world of today can no longer rely on the modernist oppo

sition between secularism and religion. According to Mishra, we need a new 
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